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Stuart Little is a 1945 children's novel by E. B. White, his first book for children, and is widely recognized as a classic in children's literature. Stuart Little was illustrated by the subsequently award-winning artist Garth Williams, also his first work for children. The novel is a realistic fantasy about a talking mouse named Stuart, born to human parents in New York. Stuart Little, the story of a normal family into which a mouse is born, is narrated by Johnny Carson. Summary. Tells the story of a boy, born five inches tall and weighing five ounces, with ears, whiskers, and tail like those of a mouse. Because of his size, many adventures befall him - a sailboat race across a lake in New York's Central Park, a rescue from a trash boat and a northbound trip in search of Margalo, a bird who has flown away from New York City because of a threatening note. Stuart Little book. Read 2,980 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. E.B. White's classic novel about one small mouse on a very big adventure. We'd love your help. Let us know what's wrong with this preview of Stuart Little by E.B. White. Problem: It's the wrong book. It's the wrong edition. Other. Stuart Little (A Harper Trophy Book) and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn more. Books. Garth Williams is the renowned illustrator of almost one hundred books for children, including the beloved Stuart Little by E. B. White, Bedtime for Frances by Russell Hoban, and the Little House series by Laura Ingalls Wilder. He was born in 1912 in New York City but raised in England. He founded an art school near London and served with the British Red Cross Civilian Defense during World War II.